
The Liftex auto levelling trolley is designed to carry
up to 15 of the large RFC folding crates on the top
platform and 3 on the bottom platform as pictured.

The total load capacity of this trolley is 250kg.

Type 2047 Liftex Auto Levelling Trolley
User Manual

Always ensure that a clear line of sight is
maintained over the top layer.

Load the top platform evenly distributed as shown in the below diagrams
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As loading begins the platform will automatically lower and raise as its loaded/unloaded
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2 Handles

The trolley can be pushed and/or pulled from either
end by using the handles provided on each end of
the trolley.

Turning The Trolley

The trolley is �tted with a centre wheel kit which enables
it to be turned very easily around within its own length as
shown the diagram.

The top platform lowers to maximum low height once
180kg of load weight is acheived on the top plaform. Once
the auto levelling platform has reached its lowered position
it is safe to continue loading the platform up to a maximum
loading of 250kg.

The purpose of the top platform stopping at 260mm above
the bottom platform is so that extra crates and/or empty 
crates and cartons can be stored there.  
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The trolley is �tted with a press foot �oor brake which
can be used if required. Simply place your shoe on the
pedal and apply pressure downwards which will activate
the brake and to release place your shoe on the release
arms and press downwards which will release the brake
from the �oor.

Foot Brake

To apply brake To release brake

Cleaning / Maintenance

The trolley is virtually maintenace free
however it is important to ensure that
the platforms are kept clean and free
from food or packaging debris. Clean
with a damp cloth if necessary.


